



































































































































Example When we talk about the

residue of a complexfunction at an

isolatedaringularity zo this motion
depends on our choice of coordinate
Residue as value of a in the faurent
expansion off at eo faurenteffusion is
different in differentcoordinatesystems
Better to think ofthe residue of thedud I form fatdat Cheautue are Iti ffatdz
where 8 is a small anticlockwiseloop around to

with wind18not't






































































































































Every connected
Rainann surface can be written

I
are where S is simply connected

deckgroup
and his acting byholomorphic
automorphisms
We claim that

every aviplyconnected Riemann surface is 5

Q or the dish We will now

describe these automorphism groups

Automorphismsof Qa

Prop Everyautomorphismof Apl has the

form z ng cette
Ct t d






































































































































Proof buy f Clos Qos is a holomorphic

automorphism f is in particular
a meromorphicfunction so fat Rodez

by our previous theorem

how fat w has only one solution
1 w
QQ

lung assume that P Q leave distant roots
Rootsof P map too

Phono jud onerout
Plz 47 tot QEto Fo

Thevalenceof Ea d to ian twice Pa
is an automorphisms VfEtf u L

So P is linear

Cft Zulu Ceo ta.CZ 29 t I
c Ceo Z Zoff






































































































































We continue with the dials
Without loss of generality we

am consider the mint cleats in a
which we write as 0






































































































































Aalnourty's brume Appose
f O 0 is holomorphic and

Aunt footo Then either
a HEY H forevery non zero

2 in D or

E fG eitz for some real
constant 0

In addition we have H'Costel If
equality holds we are in case a above

otherwise we are in case 2

Proof Hz hit taek
z act Azz t

2 get g holomorphic






































































































































for r al we can apply the
maximum principle to g on

the distroHetzler3 and obtain

154 ftp.ulgcwsl at
since our Dr

I y l fGH legal HI IGGY
r IGET

Since max occurs on 2Drbythe uranium
principle
Note thatthere are two versionsof the
maximumprinciple Here we are using theversion which says that a cont four
on the closeddistro which is holomorphic

in the interior takes its maximum on

the boundary Below we use a refined
version which implies that if a holomorphic
function on the open dials achieves its morainam
then it is constant






































































































































setting me in equation we got
IgG le 1 in 0 but in particularthat
Igo f tfCoV EI

If Ight at some pointof the
open dials 0 then by the second
version of the maximum principle g
is constant gas C Thus 14 1 and c eir

refined

ges constant by the maximum
principal and get e 2 to G

holds Otherwise IgM and

4 holds






































































































































To prove the last two statements
note that giadefined and holomorphic
on 0 and since fG z.ge we

bae f ca 8D
If Hostel then

Igtachieves its maximum in 0 and we

are in case 2 If I f G 14 then 1gal4
then Ight cannot be 1 at any o

Ay we are in case 1

Theorem The elevator of AutCD
are precisely the Ariotins transformation
of the four

fat Effie with lai KEI

Prof Elementsof this four four a group




